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Interference Mitigation for Indoor Optical Attocell
Networks Using an Angle Diversity Receiver
Zhe Chen , Member, IEEE, Dushyantha A. Basnayaka , Senior Member, IEEE, Xiping Wu , Member, IEEE,
and Harald Haas , Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—In this paper, interference mitigation techniques
based on angle diversity receivers (ADRs) are studied for optical at-
tocell networks. Consisting of multiple photodiodes (PDs), an ADR
requires appropriate signal combining schemes in order to mitigate
intercell interference (ICI) in optical attocell networks. Four sig-
nal combining schemes, namely select best combining, equal gain
combining, maximum ratio combining, and optimum combining
are investigated. To further mitigate ICI, a novel double-source
cell configuration with two transmission modes is also proposed.
Results show that the systems with ADRs significantly outperform
those with single-PD receivers in terms of signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR). Also, compared to the conventional single-
source cell configuration, the double-source cell configuration can
provide an SINR improvement of over 20 dB. Furthermore, an
analytical framework is proposed to analyze the performance of
optical attocell networks with ADRs, where different propagation
scenarios such as line-of-sight and nonline-of-sight are considered.
The accuracy of the proposed analytical model is validated by
Monte Carlo simulations.
Index Terms—Angle diversity receiver, double-source cell con-
figuration, optical attocell network, signal combining scheme, the-
oretical analysis, visible light communication.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN RECENT years, the number of mobile devices in usehas increased tremendously. As predicted in the latest Cisco
Visual Networking Index (VNI), global mobile data traffic is
expected to reach 24.3 exabytes per month by 2019 [1]. In order
to alleviate the congested data traffic in existing radio frequency
(RF) systems, visible light communication (VLC) technology
has emerged as a promising alternative [2]. Recently, researchers
have shown that VLC can achieve high data rates [3]. In par-
ticular, a single-colour light-emitting diode (LED) can achieve
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transmission speeds in excess of 10 Gbps [4]. Compared with
RF communications, VLC can provide a much wider spectrum,
which is licence-free. Also, it is intrinsically safe to use VLC in
electromagnetic interference (EMI) sensitive environments [5],
such as aircrafts, hospitals and oil refineries.
Cellular networks can achieve a higher area spectral efficiency
(ASE) by efficient frequency reuse [6]. In a cellular network, the
minimum distance between two access points (APs) is strictly
limited to mitigate ICI. In the RF domain, a femtocell has a
minimum cell diameter of 10 m [7]. An RF AP normally emits
signals with wide beams, and thus ICI inevitably increases as
the cell size decreases. In contrast, the light beams from LEDs
are intrinsically narrow in VLC, and optical APs can be densely
deployed without causing strong ICI [8]. Therefore, an optical
cell size in the order of 1 m is achievable. In comparison with
RF femtocell networks, optical cellular networks can achieve
a better bandwidth reuse and a higher ASE [9]. In an indoor
scenario, each lighting device can act as a VLC AP. A network
consisting of multiple VLC APs is referred to as an optical
attocell network.
Although optical attocell networks can offer several advan-
tages over conventional RF cellular networks, their performance
is still limited by ICI especially at cell-edge areas. The com-
monly used ICI mitigation techniques include fractional fre-
quency reuse (FFR) [10] and joint transmission (JT) [11]. They
have been proven to be able to improve signal quality for cell-
edge users. In [12], a space division multiple access (SDMA)
scheme using angle diversity transmitters was proposed. This
method can mitigate ICI by generating concentrated light beams
to users at different positions.
In this study, a novel ICI mitigation technique is proposed
on the basis of an ADR, which consists of multiple narrow
field-of-view (FOV) PDs with different orientations. In previ-
ous studies [13]–[17], the VLC systems with optical ADRs are
analysed at the link level. This paper is focused on the system-
level performance of optical attocell networks with ADRs. Four
signal combining schemes namely select best combining (SBC),
equal gain combining (EGC), maximum ratio combining (MRC)
and optimum combining (OPC) are studied. Moreover, a novel
double-source cell configuration with two transmission modes is
proposed to improve SINR performance. The criteria for select-
ing the transmission mode in different deployment scenarios is
also proposed. Finally, an analytical framework is developed to
evaluate the performance of ADRs in hexagonal optical attocell
networks. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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Fig. 1. The shape of an ADR (9 PDs).
Fig. 2. The shape of an ADR (20 PDs).
time that ADRs have been used to achieve low ICI in optical
attocell networks. Preliminary results of this study have been
presented in [18] and [19]. This paper includes a detailed sys-
tem model, an analytical framework of attocell networks with
ADRs, double-source cell configuration and extended simula-
tion results.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows.
Section II introduces the system model. Different signal com-
bining schemes for ADRs are discussed in Section III. The con-
cept of the optical double-source cell is proposed in Section IV.
Theoretical analysis of optical attocell networks is presented
in Section V. The results and discussions are presented in
Section VI. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Optical Receivers
In this study, three different types of optical receivers are
considered in optical attocell networks. The first type is a single-
PD receiver, which only has one upward-pointing PD with a
FOV of Ψsingle . The second type is an ADR with 9 PDs. As
shown in Fig. 1, this ADR has 1 upward-pointing PD surrounded
by a ring of 8 PDs. The third type is an ADR with 20 PDs as
shown in Fig. 2. In this type, there are 1 upward-pointing PD
and two rings of PDs. The numbers of PDs in the inner and
outer rings are 7 and 12, respectively. On an ADR, the FOV of
each PD is identical and is denoted by ΨADR . In addition, as
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, α is defined as the tilted angle between
the neighbouring rings. This parameter is designed in a way that
minimises the overlap between the coverage areas of the PDs.
For a fair comparison, the overall coverage area of each opti-
cal receiver is set to be the same.
In optical attocell networks, ICI can be reduced by adding PDs
on an optical receiver, especially when these PDs have different
directions. This is because: i) with a fixed overall coverage area,
the FOV of each PD becomes narrower as the number of PDs
increases. A PD of a narrow FOV can effectively reject the line-
of-sight (LOS) ICI from neighbouring APs; ii) since the nature
of light reflections is dispersive, a PD element with narrow
FOV can significantly mitigate non-line-of-sight (NLOS) ICI
because most of the reflected light can be rejected; iii) as the
number of PDs on an optical receiver increases, the granularity
of the receiver increases. This results in a better capability of
suppressing ICI.
B. Optical Propagation Model
The index of an AP is denoted by a = 1, 2, ..., NAP and NAP
is the total number of APs. Also, the index of PDs is denoted
by p = 1, 2, ..., NPD and NPD is the total number of PDs on
an ADR. The electrical signal received by PD p is expressed in
(1) [20], where the optical-to-electric conversion efficiency is
denoted by τ ; ad is the index of the desired AP; had ,p(t) is the
channel impulse response between AP ad and PD p; ha,p(t) is
the channel impulse response between AP a and PD p; sa(t) is
the instantaneous power transmitted by AP a; the noise power
at the receiver is denoted by nrx(t);⊗ is a convolution operator.
yp (t) = τsad (t)⊗ had ,p (t) +
NA P∑
a=1,a =ad
τsa (t)⊗ ha,p (t) + nrx(t).
(1)
Assuming that the effective symbol duration of the system is
much longer than the duration of the channel impulse response,
(1) can be rewritten as:
yp(t) = τsad (t)Had ,p +
NA P∑
a=1,a =ad
τsa(t)Ha,p + nrx(t), (2)
where H =
∫ −∞
∞ h(t)dt is the channel direct current (DC) gain.
A detailed discussion about the validity of (2) is given in
Appendix VII-A.
C. Channel Gain
In this study, both LOS and NLOS paths are considered. The
overall channel DC gain is given by:
H = HLOS +
N r e f∑
l=1
HlNLOS , (3)
where l is the order of reflections; Nref is the total number of
light reflections that are taken into account.
1) LOS Propagation: The channel DC gain of the LOS path
is [20]:
HLOS =
(m + 1)Aeﬀ
2πd2
cosm (φ) cos(ψ)rect
(
ψ
2Ψfov
)
, (4)
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where d represents the distance from a transmitter to a receiver;
the angle of irradiance is denoted by φ; the FOV of the opti-
cal receiver is Ψfov ; the Lambertian order of the transmitter is
m = −1/ log2(cos(Φtx)) and Φtx is the half-intensity radiation
angle; the angle of light incidence at the receiver is denoted by
ψ; the rectangular function is denoted by rect(·); the effective
signal collection area Aeﬀ is given by:
Aeﬀ = ApG
n2ref
sin2(Ψfov)
, (5)
where the refractive index of the receiver optics is denoted by
nref ; G represents the signal transmission gain of the optical
filter; the physical area of the PD is Ap .
2) NLOS Propagation: The NLOS channel gain can be cal-
culated by dividing the reflective surface into small areas [21].
Each area reflects a fraction of incident light energy. Typically,
the fraction of the reflected light energy is related to the reflec-
tion coefficient of the surface material. This complex behaviour
of light is mathematically modelled as follows.
A typical NLOS propagation consists of three parts. The first
one is the light path from an optical transmitter to the qth reflec-
tive area. The channel gain of this path is:
L1,q =
(m + 1)ΔA
2πd2q ,tx
cosm (φ) cos(ψ), (6)
where the area of the reflecting surface element is ΔA. dq,tx is
the distance between the optical transmitter and the qth reflective
area.
In the second part, the qth reflective area is regarded as a light
source and the pth reflective area is regarded as a receiver. The
corresponding channel gain can be written as:
Ll,p =
Q∑
q=1
ρq (n + 1) cosn (φ) cos(θ)ΔA
2πd2p,q
Ll−1,q , (7)
where l denotes the total number of light reflections. The dis-
tance between the reflective areas p and q is dp,q . The total
number of reflective areas is Q. The reflection coefficient of
the reflective area q is denoted by ρq ; the Lambertian order of
the reflective area is n. In this study, the half-intensity radiation
angle of the reflective area θref is set to be 60o .
In the last part, the light propagates from the last reflective
area to a receiver. The channel gain of this part is given in (8),
where drx,p denotes the distance between the qth reflective area
and the optical receiver.
HlNLOS =
Q∑
p=1
Ll,p
ρp(n + 1)ΔA
2πd2rx,p
cosn (φ) cos(ψ)rect
(
ψ
Ψfov
)
.
(8)
III. SIGNAL COMBINING SCHEMES FOR ADR
Four signal combining schemes, SBC, EGC, MRC and OPC,
are described in this section. Each user chooses the desired AP
that provides the strongest signal:
ad = argmax
a
NP D∑
p=1
∣∣Ha,p
∣∣2 . (9)
The ADR combines the signals received by the PDs. According
to (1), the received electrical signal sample is given by:
z(t) =
NP D∑
p=1
wpyp(t). (10)
SINR is an important metric to evaluate the link quality and
capacity. According to [20], the SINR of the desired user after
signal combining is given by:
γ =
(∑NP D
p=1 τPtxwpHad ,p
)2
∑NP D
p=1 w
2
pN0B +
∑NA P
a=1,a =ad
(
τPtx
∑NP D
p=1 wpHa,p
)2 ,
(11)
where wp is the weight of PD p, which is different in different
combining schemes; the communication bandwidth is B; the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power spectral density
is N0 ; Ptx is the optical transmission power of a VLC AP which
is defined as the standard deviation of s(t):
Ptx = lim
T→∞
√
1
T
∫ T
0
(s(t)− s¯)2dt, (12)
where T denotes the time duration over which the standard
deviation of s(t) is calculated, and s¯ is given by:
s¯ =
1
T
∫ T
0
s(t)dt. (13)
If NPD is set to 1, (11) reduces to the electrical SINR of a
single-PD receiver.
A. SBC Scheme
In SBC, the PD with the highest received signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is selected to receive light signals. The index of the
desired PD is determined by:
pd = argmax
p
(
τPtxHad ,p
)2
N0B
. (14)
The weight of each PD is given by:
wp =
{
1 p = pd
0 otherwise. (15)
According to (14), only the knowledge of channel state in-
formation (CSI) from the desired cell to a user is required. The
knowledge of CSI from the other interfering APs to the user is
not needed. A switch is required to select the signals from the
desired PD.
B. EGC Scheme
The EGC simply combines the signals received by all PDs
with equal weights, i.e., wp = 1 for all PDs. An adder is required
in the signal combining circuit. No knowledge of CSI is required.
Due to the sum of the optical power from multiple PDs, EGC
can receive a higher optical power than SBC. However, EGC
fails to mitigate ICI since the weight of each PD is identical.
This might result in poor system performance.
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C. MRC Scheme
In MRC, the weight wp is proportional to the SNR received
by each PD:
wp =
(
τPtxHad ,p
)2
N0B
. (16)
Similar to SBC, MRC only requires the CSI from the desired
AP to the user of interest. The weight of each PD can be adjusted
according to the knowledge of CSI. Hence, by using MRC, the
desired signals can be enhanced and the interference and noise
can be mitigated.
D. OPC Scheme
If there is no ICI, MRC can provide the optimum SNR [23].
However, in the proposed system, interference from the neigh-
bouring APs can be received in both LOS and NLOS propa-
gations. There is a strong correlation between the interfering
signals received by different PDs. This degrades the overall
performance of MRC. In order to further improve system per-
formance, OPC is used, which was firstly proposed for RF com-
munications in [23]. In this study, OPC is applied to optical
attocell networks. By using OPC, ICI can be mitigated by us-
ing an interference-plus-noise correlation matrix. The weight of
each PD in OPC is given by:
w = ξR−1nnuad , (17)
where the signals received from the desired AP ad
is uad = [τPtxHad ,1 , τPtxHad ,2 , . . . , τPtxHad ,NP D ]T ; w =
[w1 , w2 , . . . , wNP D ]
T is a vector containing the weights; ξ is
a scaling factor; the interference-plus-noise correlation matrix
Rnn can be represented by:
Rnn = N0BI +
∑
a =ad
[
uauTa
]
. (18)
In (18), ua = [τPtxHa,1 , τPtxHa,2 , . . . , τPtxHa,NP D ]T is the
vector of the signals received from AP a, with I being the
identity matrix.
Compared with SBC and MRC, OPC requires the CSI knowl-
edge from not only the desired cell but also all other interfering
cells. By cancelling the correlated interference at each PD, OPC
is expected to have better SINR performance than MRC.
IV. DOUBLE-SOURCE OPTICAL CELL
In previous studies, each cell in optical attocell networks
is equipped with a single AP at the cell centre. This intrinsic
way of cell deployment is not always optimal when ADRs are
employed. In order to further exploit the advantage of ADRs, a
novel double-source cell configuration is proposed.
As shown in Fig. 3, there are two APs, termed the positive
AP and the negative AP, in each optical cell. The time domain
signal transmitted by these APs are denoted by spos(t) and
sneg(t), respectively, with a dynamic range from 0 to sH . Two
data transmission modes, mode A and mode B, are developed
for the double-source cell configuration.
Fig. 3. The layouts of different cell configurations.
A. Mode A
In mode A, within the same optical cell, the information
carried by spos(t) is the same as the information carried by
sneg(t). The relationship between spos(t) and sneg(t) is given
by:
sneg(t) = sH − spos(t). (19)
According to (12), the negative AP and the positive AP have
the same transmission power, which is computed by:
Ptx =
√
E [(spos(t)− E[spos(t)])2 ]. (20)
In order to conduct a fair comparison, the double-source cell
configuration the same total transmission power as the single-
source cell configuration. In other words, the transmission power
of each node in the double-source cell configuration is half of
that in the single-source cell configuration.
Also, the transmission power is assumed to be the same for
all APs. For a single optical cell, the received optical signal at a
PD is represented as:
ssum(t) = spos(t)Hpos + sneg(t)Hneg , (21)
where Hneg is the channel gain between the negative AP and a
PD; Hpos is the channel gain between the positive AP and a PD.
The received optical power at a PD is obtained by:
Prx =
√
E [(ssum(t)− E[ssum(t)])2 ]. (22)
Substituting (21) into (22), it gives:
Prx =
√
E [(spos(t)− E[spos(t)])2 ] |Hpos −Hneg | . (23)
Combining with (20), (23) can be rewritten as:
Prx = PtxΔH, (24)
where ΔH denotes the difference between Hpos and Hneg .
It can be observed from (22) that the received signal power
increases with ΔH . In general, the desired cell is close to a
receiver and the interfering cells are much further away. As il-
lustrated in Fig. 4, a receiver is underneath its desired cell and
ΔH is large. This is because the PD can hardly receive LOS sig-
nals from the two APs at the same time due to the narrow FOV.
Therefore between Hpos and Hneg , only one channel appears as
the LOS channel gain in (21). Since ΔH is large, the received
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Fig. 4. The schematic diagram of a double-source cell configuration.
signals increase accordingly. It is also shown in Fig. 4 that when
a receiver is far from an interfering cell, the channel gains Hpos
and Hneg are both NLOS. The difference between them is small
and the received interference is attenuated accordingly. There-
fore the double-source cell configuration can increase the signal
power from the desired cell and suppress the signal power from
interfering cells. Moreover, the double-source cell configuration
is practical and energy-efficient when implemented. A realistic
differential LED driver for the double-source cell configuration
has been made [24].
B. Mode B
Transmission mode A can effectively suppress interference.
However, mode A requires an optical receiver that has the abil-
ity to separate the signals of the positive and negative APs in
the desired cell. Otherwise the SINR performance would be
significantly degraded, especially at the cell centre. In order to
facilitate the receivers that cannot distinguish the signals of the
positive and negative APs, another transmission mode, mode B,
is proposed. In mode B, the relationship between sneg(t) and
spos(t) can be expressed as:
sneg(t) = spos(t). (25)
This means both APs transmit identical signals. In order to
optimise the system performance of the double-source cell con-
figuration, certain criteria for selecting the transmission mode
is necessary. This will be discussed in Section VI.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, an analytical framework of analysing the sys-
tem performance of optical attocell networks is presented. For
simplicity, a 7-cell model is considered. Also, each optical cell
is assumed to be hexagonal.
A. Simplified NLOS Propagation Model
Firstly, a simplification of the NLOS model is required. As
described in [25], high-order reflections are considered in the
Fig. 5. The propagation model in optical attocell network.
Fig. 6. The conventional propagation model of the part I of second-order
reflections.
conventional models, resulting in high computational complex-
ity. However, there is no need to consider high order reflec-
tions in an optical attocell network. This can be explained in
Fig. 5. A receiver with a narrow FOV can reject direct inter-
ference (O → C) from neighbouring cells. Furthermore, this
receiver can also block first-order reflections (O → D → C).
Second-order reflections are the dominant source for ICI be-
cause the other high-order reflections attenuate significantly and
thus are negligible. Hence, only the second-order reflections
(O → A → B → C) are considered in the simplified model.
The propagation path of second order reflections can be sepa-
rated into two parts: part I (O → A → B) and part II (B → C).
1) Part I: In this part, light signals are considered to be
emitted from an LED at point O. These signals bounce off the
floor and back to the ceiling (see Fig. 6). The optical power
density of the reflected light at point O has the maximum value,
which is calculated as follows:
I0 = C(m + 1)(n + 1)4π2h−(m+n+2)
∫∫
ﬂoor
dxdy
(x2 + y2 + h2)(m+n+6)/2
.
(26)
The coefficients x and y are given by:
{
x = h tan(φ) cos(ϕ)
y = h tan(φ) sin(ϕ), (27)
where φ is the angle of irradiance and ϕ is the azimuth angle.
Then the intensity density at point O can be obtained by:
I0 = C(m + 1)(n + 1)2πh2(m + n + 4) , (28)
where the coefficient C = ρﬂoorρceilingPtx ; and the reflection
coefficient of the floor and ceiling are ρﬂoor and ρceiling ,
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Fig. 7. The simplified propagation model of the part I of second-order
reflections. (a) Simplified reflection model. (b) Reflected optical power den-
sity at horizontal different distances.
respectively; also, J is the Jacobian determinant of the coor-
dinate conversion which can be represented as:
J = det
([
∂x
∂φ
,
∂x
∂ϕ
;
∂y
∂φ
,
∂y
∂ϕ
])
. (29)
In the simplified model, I0 is used to estimate the optical
power density at other points on the ceiling. The optical power
density of a point on the ceiling is related to its horizontal
distance to point O. The trend of attenuation is approximated by
the model shown in Fig. 7(a). It is assumed that the optical power
is emitted from a mirror imaging source O′ and the distance
between O and O′ is 2h. At point O, the optical power intensity
is assumed to be the same as in the conventional model. The
attenuation factor is denoted by α. The optical power density,
denoted by Iv , is then derived by:
Iv = I0
(
2h√
v2 + 4h2
)α
, (30)
where v is the horizontal distance from an arbitrary point to point
O. The attenuation factor α is chosen to minimise the difference
between the proposed simplified model and the conventional
model. In this study, the transmitter semi-angle is chosen to
be 60o and α is set to be 4.8. Fig. 7(b) shows that the simpli-
fied model matches the conventional one well. In the simplified
model, Iv can be calculated in a closed form in (30). This means
that the simplified model can significantly reduce the computa-
tional complexity in comparison with the conventional model.
2) Part II: In this part, the light reflected from the ceiling
is transmitted to a receiver (see Fig. 8). Since the FOV of the
receiver is narrow, only the light reflected from the grey area
on the ceiling can be captured by the receiver. Also, the optical
power intensity of the reflected light in the grey area can be con-
sidered constant. In a 7-cell optical attocell network, the NLOS
interference to one AP is sourced from its six neighbouring APs.
The distance between an interfering AP to the centre of the de-
sired cell is
√
3Rcell , where Rcell denotes the cell’s radius. The
total NLOS interference is computed by:
INLOS(Ψsingle) = 6
[∫ h tan(Ψs in g l e )
0
τIv2πr′H(r′)dr′
]2
.
(31)
Fig. 8. The simplified propagation model of the part II of second-order
reflections.
Fig. 9. The regions of scenario I and scenario II.
With straightforward integral calculations, (31) can be rewrit-
ten as:
INLOS(Ψsingle) = 6
[
τIvAeﬀ sin2(Ψsingle)
]2
∣∣∣∣
v=
√
3R c e l l
.
(32)
B. SINR Statistic of Conventional Single-PD Receiver
The service quality in optical attocell networks is determined
by the statistic of the received SINR. In this study, the cumu-
lative distribution function (CDF) of received SINR is derived
to evaluate the performance of optical attocell networks. The
simplified NLOS propagation model is applied in the evalua-
tion because the conventional model is intractable. Depending
on the user’s position, the statistical analysis of a single-PD re-
ceiver falls into two categories: scenario I and scenario II, as
shown in Fig. 9. For simplicity, the boundary of scenario II is
assumed to be a circle, which has the same area as the original
cell, i.e. RII ≈ 0.91Rcell .
1) Scenario I: As shown in Fig. 9, users are uniformly dis-
tributed at the cell centre. No LOS interference from the neigh-
bouring cells can be captured (see Fig. 10). The horizontal dis-
tance between an active user and its desired cell centre is defined
as r. The probability density function (PDF) of r is:
fI(r) =
2r
R2I
, (0 ≤ r ≤ RI), (33)
where RI is the radius of the circular region of scenario I. By
considering the geometric relationship between the parameters:
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Fig. 10. The layout of scenario I and scenario II.
d = h/cos(φ), cos(φ) = h/
√
h2 + r2 , ψ = φ, (4) is:
H(r,Ψsingle) =
(m + 1)Aeﬀ (Ψsingle)
2πh2
(
h√
h2 + r2
)m+3
,
(34)
where Ψsingle is the FOV of a single-PD receiver. Assuming that
an attocell network is an interference limited system, the SINR
is:
γ(r) =
(
τPtxH(r,Ψsingle)
)2
INLOS(Ψsingle) + N0B ≈
(
τPtxH(r,Ψsingle)
)2
INLOS(Ψsingle) .
(35)
The PDF of SINR for scenario I is:
fI(γ) =
⎧
⎨
⎩
h2
(m + 3)R2I
γ
1
m + 3
0 γ
−m + 4m + 3 γI ≤ γ ≤ γ0
0 otherwise,
(36)
where γ0 is the maximum SINR at the cell centre (r = 0), which
is:
γ0 =
(
τPtxH(0,Ψsingle)
)2
INLOS(Ψsingle) ; (37)
and γI is the minimum SINR at the boundary of the region of
scenario I (r = RI):
γI =
(
τPtxH(RI ,Ψsingle)
)2
INLOS(Ψsingle) . (38)
The closed-form CDF of the SINR for the scenario I is:
FI(γ) =
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
0 γ < γI
h2
R2I
γ
1
m + 3
0
(
γ
− 1m + 3
I − γ−
1
m + 3
)
γI ≤ γ ≤ γ0
1 γ > γ0 .
(39)
2) Scenario II: As shown in Fig. 9, users are uniformly dis-
tributed in the region of scenario II. LOS interference from the
neighbouring cell can be received (see Fig. 10). The PDF of r
in scenario II is:
fII(r) =
2r
R2II −R2I
, (RI ≤ r ≤ RII), (40)
where RII is the outer radius of the region of scenario II.
In this scenario, since the magnitude of the LOS ICI is a few
orders of magnitude higher than the NLOS ICI and noise [26],
NLOS ICI and noise are assumed to be negligible. Hence, the
Fig. 11. The bimodal distribution of the SINR PDF of a single-PD receiver.
SINR of the system can be approximated by:
γ(r) ≈
(
h2 + r˜2
h2 + (
√
3Rcell − r)2
)−(m+3)
, (41)
where Hsrc(r) is the DC gain of the link from the desired AP
to the optical receiver; Hinter(r) is the link from the interfering
AP to the optical receiver; r˜ =
√
3Rcell − (RI + RII)/2. The
PDF of the SINR for the scenario II is:
fII(γ) =
⎧
⎨
⎩
h2 + r˜2
(m + 3)(R2II −R2I )
γ−
m + 2
m + 3 1 ≤ γ ≤ γ′I
0 otherwise,
(42)
and the CDF of the SINR for the scenario II is:
FII(γ) =
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
0 γ < 1
h2 + r˜
R2II −R2I
(
−1 + γ 1m + 3
)
1 ≤ γ ≤ γ′I
1 γ > γ′I ,
(43)
and γ′I is also the SINR that exists at the boundary of region I
(r = RI). Unlike γI in (38), γ′ represents the SINR of an optical
receiver that captures the LOS interference from the AP in the
vicinity. The difference between (38) and (44) is due to the cut-
off effect of the receiver’s FOV. The coefficient γ′I is derived as
follows:
γ′I =
(
h2 + r˜2
h2 + (
√
3Rcell −RI)2
)−(m+3)
. (44)
3) Overall Theoretical Performance: Similar to the deriva-
tion for scenario I and scenario II, the SINR CDF of a single-PD
receiver in optical attocell networks can be derived. The PDF of
r is given as follows:
foverall(r) =
2r
R2II
, (0 ≤ r ≤ RII). (45)
Similar to (36) and (42), the PDF of the SINR γ, is derived as
follows:
foverall(γ) =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
h2 + r˜2
(m + 3)R2II
γ−
m + 2
m + 3 1 ≤ γ ≤ γ′I
h2
(m + 3)R2II
γ
1
m + 3
0 γ
−m + 4m + 3 γI ≤ γ ≤ γ0
0 otherwise,
(46)
where γI > γ′I . It is notable that the PDF of SINR γ follows
a bimodal distribution (see Fig. 11). The PDF of SINR con-
sists of two regions, high SINR and low SINR. The high SINR
region corresponds to scenario I (cell centre). In the cell cen-
tre, the limited FOV of a PD can reject the LOS interference
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Fig. 12. The CDF of the received SINR when conventional single-PD re-
ceivers are used.
from neighbouring cells which means only NLOS interference
is presented. This results in a high received SINR. The low
SINR region corresponds to scenario II (cell edge). Strong LOS
ICI at the cell edge results in low received SINR. It is notable
that there is a sharp separation between the low and high SINR
regions. This is because of the cut-off effect stemmed from the
FOV-limited optical receiver. According to (36) and (42), the
PDF can then be calculated as:
foverall(γ) =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
R2II −R2I
R2II
fII(γ) 1 ≤ γ ≤ γ′
R2I
R2II
fI(γ) γI ≤ γ ≤ γ0
0 otherwise.
(47)
The CDF of the SINR can be obtained by:
Foverall(γ) =
∫ γ
−∞
foverall(γ) dγ. (48)
Combining with (47), (48) can be rewritten as:
Foverall(γ) =
R2I
R2II
FI(γ) +
R2II −R2I
R2II
FII(γ). (49)
The SINR performance of a single-PD receiver via numerical
simulation and theoretical analysis are shown in Fig. 12. The
theoretical results show a close match to the simulation results
which verifies the accuracy of the theoretical model.
C. SINR Statistics of Angle Diversity Receiver
The theoretical tools developed for analysing single-PD re-
ceivers can be generalised to ADRs. For simplicity, it is assumed
that each PD on an ADR points to a different direction and there
is no overlap between the aperture of each PD. This means that
one PD can establish at most one LOS link with a desired AP.
Fig. 13. A generalisation of scenario I. The desired AP is in yellow and the
interfering APs are in red.
1) SBC: As shown in Fig. 13, the user in the cell centre
selects the upward pointing PD p1 to achieve the best SINR
performance. Similar to (35), the SINR of that user can be
derived as follows:
γSBC ,centre(r) =
(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)
)2
INLOS(ΨADR) , (50)
where ΨADR is the FOV of PDs on an ADR; INLOS(ΨADR) is
the NLOS interference received by p1 .
The user at the cell edge selects PD p2 to achieve the best
SINR, which is obtained by:
γSBC ,edge(r) =
(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)
)2
I′NLOS(ΨADR)
, (51)
where I′NLOS is the NLOS interference received by p2 .
According to [27], when p1 and p2 have identical FOV,
INLOS(ΨADR) = I′NLOS(ΨADR). This means that the SINR
of the optical receiver can be represented by (50) in both cell
centre and cell edge area. Therefore, the PDF of the SINR γ,
can be approximated as follows:
fSBC(γ) =
⎧
⎨
⎩
h2(γ0,SBC)
1
m + 3
(m + 3)R2II
γ−
m + 4
m + 3 γII,SBC ≤ γ ≤ γ0,SBC
0 otherwise,
(52)
where γ0,SBC is the SINR at r = 0:
γ0,SBC =
(
τPtxH(0,ΨADR)
)2
INLOS(ΨADR) , (53)
and γII,SBC is the SINR at r = RII :
γII,SBC =
(
τPtxH(RII ,ΨADR)
)2
INLOS(ΨADR) . (54)
The CDF of the SINR for the SBC is given in (55) as shown at
the bottom of this page.
Furthermore, it can be shown that the received SINR increases
when a user moves vertically closer to the AP (such as in a
FSBC(γdB) =
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
0 if γ < γII,SBC
h2
R2II
γ
1
m + 3
0,SBC
(
γ
− 1m + 3
II,SBC − γ−
1
m + 3
)
if γII,SBC ≤ γ ≤ γ0,SBC
1 if γ > γ0,SBC
(55)
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walking scenario). In (50) and (51), the received SINR of a user
consists of two parts: received signal power and NLOS interfer-
ence. According to [27], NLOS interference remains the same
even if the position of a user changes vertically. This means that
the SINR is only a function of received signal power. According
to (4), the received signal power is proportional to 1/d2 . Also,
the distance between an AP to a PD, d, increases when the user
moves vertically downwards. Hence, the received SINR of a
user increases when the user moves vertically upwards.
2) EGC: In cell centres, the received signal of a user using
EGC is similar to that of SBC. This is because, as discussed in
the assumption, only one of the PDs can receive the LOS signal
from the desired cell. However, since the weights of all PDs are
identical, the received NLOS ICI increases when the number
of PDs on the receiver increases. Therefore, the SINR can be
approximated as follows:
γEGC ,centre(r) =
(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)
)2
M 2INLOS(ΨADR) , (56)
where M denotes the number of neighbouring cells.
The SINR of cell edge users is similar to (41):
γEGC ,edge(r) =
(
τPtxHsrc(r,ΨADR)
)2
(
τPtxHinter(r,ΨADR)
)2 . (57)
Similar to the derivation in Section V-B, the CDF of SINR, γ in
EGC can be approximated as follows:
FEGC(γ) =
R2I
R2II
FEGC ,centre(γ) +
R2II −R2I
R2II
FEGC ,edge(γ),
(58)
where FEGC ,edge(γ) = FII(γ) and FEGC ,centre(γ) is given in
(59) as shown at the bottom of this page. Here, γ0,EGC is the
SINR at the cell centre (r = 0):
γ0,EGC =
(
τPtxH(0,Ψsingle)
)2
M 2INLOS(ΨADR) ; (60)
and γI,EGC is the SINR at the boundary of scenario I (r = RI):
γI,EGC =
(
τPtxH(RI ,Ψsingle)
)2
M 2INLOS(ΨADR) . (61)
3) MRC: In MRC, different weights will be allocated to
different PD elements according to their SNR. Therefore, the
SINR of a user when using MRC can be represented by:
γMRC =
(
τPtx
∑NP D
p=1 wpHad ,p
)2
INLOS,MRC , (62)
where INLOS,MRC is the NLOS interference component when
MRC is used. According to the assumption that only one PD
can establish a LOS link to the source AP, it can be concluded
that:
wpd 
 wp =pd . (63)
The LOS links have the highest SINR, and thus contributes the
most to the received signal. Therefore, (62) can be approximated
as follows:
γMRC(r) ≈
(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)
)2
INLOS(ΨADR) . (64)
After the approximation, (64) and (50) are identical. Hence,
the approximated CDF of the SINR for MRC is: FMRC(γ) =
FSBC(γ).
4) OPC: OPC mitigates the NLOS ICI by exploiting CSI of
NLOS interference. The SINR of OPC is:
γOPC =
(∑NP D
p=1 τwpPtxHad ,p
)2
INLOS,OPC +
∑NP D
p=1 w
2
pN0B
, (65)
where INLOS,OPC is the NLOS interference component of OPC.
Similar to MRC, the SINR of OPC can be further approximated
as follows:
γOPC(r) =
(
τPtxwpd H(r,ΨADR)
)2
INLOS,OPC +
∑NP D
p=1 w
2
pN0B
. (66)
The proof of (66) is provided in Appendix VII-B, and the upper
bound of the OPC is derived as follows:
γOPC ,UB(r) =
(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)
)2
N0B
> γOPC(r). (67)
The proof of (67) is provided in Appendix VII-B. The CDF of
the SINR for the OPC upper bound is denoted by FOPC ,UB(γ),
which is given in (68) as shown at the bottom of this page. where
γII,OPC can be represented as follows:
γII,OPC =
(
τPtxH(RII ,ΨADR)
)2
N0B
, (69)
FEGC ,centre(γ) =
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
0 if γ < γI,EGC
h2
R2I
γ
1
m + 3
0,EGC
(
γ
− 1m + 3
I,EGC − γ−
1
m + 3
)
if γI,EGC ≤ γ ≤ γ0,EGC
1 if γ > γ0,EGC
(59)
FOPC ,UB(γ) =
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
0 if γ < γII,OPC
h2
R2II
γ
1
m + 3
0,OPC
(
γ
− 1m + 3
II,OPC − γ−
1
m + 3
)
if γII,OPC ≤ γ ≤ γ0,OPC
1 if γ > γ0,OPC
(68)
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Fig. 14. The usage of SBC in double source cell configuration.
and γ0,OPC can be represented as follows:
γ0,OPC =
(
τPtxH(0,ΨADR)
)2
N0B
. (70)
D. SINR Statistics of Double-Source Cell Configuration
In double-source cell configuration, the distance between two
APs in the same cell is designed in such a way that no PD on
an ADR can simultaneously receive LOS light signals from the
two APs in the desired cell. In this section, SINR performance
of ADR in double-source cell configuration using mode A is
analysed. Since positive and negative APs are close to the cell
centre, their LOS channel gains are calculated by (34).
1) SBC: As illustrated in Fig. 14, the ADR using SBC
chooses one AP to establish a LOS link. Similar to (50), the
SINR of a user can be approximated as follows:
γdoubleSBC (r) =
(
1
2
PtxτH(r,ΨADR)
)2
IdoubleNLOS,SBC(ΨADR)
. (71)
Note that the transmission power of each node in the double-
source cell configuration is half of that in the single-source
cell configuration. According to (22) and (31), the total NLOS
interference, IdoubleNLOS,SBC(ΨADR), using SBC in double-source
cell configuration is derived as follows:
IdoubleNLOS,SBC(ΨADR) = A2eﬀ τ 2 sin2(ΨADR)
∑
j
∣∣∣Iv ′j − Iv ′′j
∣∣∣
2
,
(72)
where j is the index of interfering optical cells; v′j represents the
distance from the desired AP to a positive AP in interfering cell
j; v′′j represents the distance from the desired AP to a negative
AP in interfering cell j. The CDF of the SINR for SBC in
double-source cell configuration can be derived using a method
similar to the analysis of the single-source cell configuration in
Section V-B.
2) MRC: As illustrated in Fig. 15, ADR using MRC can
establish two LOS links with both positive and negative APs.
The SINR of an active user can therefore yield:
γdoubleMRC =
(1
2
τPtx
(
wpp o s Hap o s ,pp o s + wpn e g Han e g ,pn e g
) )2
IdoubleNLOS,MRC(ΨADR)
,
(73)
Fig. 15. The usage of MRC in double source cell configuration.
where IdoubleNLOS,MRC(ΨADR) is the power of NLOS ICI in double-
source cell configuration when MRC is used. Since the desired
positive AP and the desired negative AP in the same cell are
close to each other and the transmission power of them is the
same, the relationship between the channel gain Hap o s ,pp o s and
Han e g ,pn e g is:
Hap o s ,pp o s ≈ Han e g ,pn e g . (74)
According to (16) and (74), it can be derived that the relationship
between the weight of PDs is:
wpp o s ≈ wpn e g . (75)
To this end, (73) can be approximated as follows:
γMRC ,double(r) ≈
(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)
)2
I′doubleNLOS,MRC(ΨADR)
, (76)
where, according to (22) and (31), I′doubleNLOS,MRC(ΨADR) can be
calculated as follows:
I′doubleNLOS,MRC(ΨADR) = A2eﬀ τ 2 sin2(ΨADR)
×
∑
j
( ∣∣∣Iv ′j , p o s − Iv ′′j , p o s
∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣Iv ′j , n e g − Iv ′′j , n e g
∣∣∣
)2
, (77)
where v′j,pos is the horizontal distance between a positive AP
in interfering cell j and the positive AP in the desired cell;
v′j,neg is the horizontal distance between a positive AP in the
interfering cell j and the negative AP in the desired cell; v′′j,pos is
the horizontal distance between a negative AP in interfering cell
j and the positive AP in the desired cell; v′′j,neg is the horizontal
distance between a negative AP in the interfering cell j and the
negative AP in the desired cell.
3) OPC: Similar to MRC, the LOS signals of OPC are cap-
tured by two PDs that can establish LOS links with desired APs.
Therefore, the SINR of OPC in double-source cell configuration
is:
γdoubleOPC =
(
1
2
τPtx
(
wpp o s Hap o s ,pp o s + wpn e g Han e g ,pn e g
)
)2
IdoubleNLOS,OPC +
∑NP D
p=1 w
2
pN0B
,
(78)
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Fig. 16. The layout of a 20 × 10 × 4 m room implementing an optical attocel
network. Two optical APs are denoted as Cell 1 and Cell 2.
where IdoubleNLOS,OPC is the NLOS interference component of OPC.
The SINR of OPC in the double-source cell configuration can
be approximated as:
γdoubleOPC (r) ≈
(
1
2
τPtx
(
wpp o s + wpn e g
)
H(r,ΨADR)
)2
IdoubleNLOS,OPC +
∑NP D
p=1 w
2
pN0B
.
(79)
According to (79), the upper bound of the OPC in the double-
source cell configuration is:
γdoubleOPC ,UB(r) =
(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)
)2
2N0B
> γdoubleOPC (r). (80)
The proof for (80) is provided in Appendix VII-C. By comparing
(67) and (80), it is notable that the noise level doubles when the
double-source configuration is used. The double source system
employs two PDs to receive the LOS signal in an ADR receiver
configuration. As a result, the noise power caused by the ampli-
fier circuit is doubled. This means that the SINR performance
is expected to be degraded by 3 dB compared to OPC.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, analytical and simulation results are compared
and discussed. As shown in Fig. 16, simulations are conducted in
a 20× 10× 4m room, and the total number of light reflections
is Nref = 4. The system with single-PD receivers is considered
to be a baseline. For fairness, the FOV is assumed to be the same
for all receivers. The FOV of the single-PD receiver is set to be
22o . For the ADR with 9 PDs, α and ΨADR are set as 8.5o and
15.5o , respectively. For the ADR with 20 PDs, α and ΨADR are
set to be 6o and 10.5o , respectively. In the double source cell
configuration, the distance between the two APs in the desired
cell requires careful set up so that the ADR can distinguish the
light signals from these APs. When a 9-PD receiver is used,
the distance between positive and negative APs is set to be
0.7 m. When a 20-PD receiver is used, this distance changes
to 0.5 m. The reflection coefficients of the walls, the ceiling,
and the floor are 0.8, 0.8 and 0.2, respectively [28]. The total
transmission power of each optical cell is assumed to be 1 W.
TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Fig. 17. The CDF of the achieved SINR at a 9-PD ADR in the conventional
single-source cell configuration.
Other simulation parameters are listed in Table I. With respect to
the theoretical analysis, a seven-cell configuration is considered
with the same parameters as above.
A. Convention Single-Source Cell Configuration
Fig. 17 shows the SINR performance for the single-source
cell configuration when an ADR with 9 PDs is used. Similar to
a single-PD receiver, the SINR CDF of a 9-PD ADR with EGC
also has bimodal characteristics. The reason for this is that the
EGC-ADR combines the received light signals with the same
weight and cannot suppress the LOS ICI at the cell edge like
a single PD receiver. The theoretical result in (58) accurately
captures the SINR performance trends of the EGC receiver with
some exceptions, like the 6 dB gaps in certain parts of the curves.
This is because, in the numerical simulation, a LOS signal might
be captured by two different PDs simultaneously, which doubles
the received optical power.
The SINR performance of a 9-PD ADR with SBC is sig-
nificantly better than a single-PD receiver. This is because the
SBC chooses the PD that provides the highest channel gain. Due
to the narrow FOV, this PD is free from LOS interference. This
means the SBC can successfully avoid LOS ICI at the cell edges.
From (31), it is notable that the NLOS interference decreases as
the FOV of a PD decreases. Since the FOV of the selected PD
is narrower than the single-PD receiver, the NLOS interference
is significantly mitigated compared to the single-PD receiver.
Also, numerical results closely match the theoretical results in
(55), which proves the accuracy of the model.
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Fig. 18. The CDF of the achieved SINR at a 20-PD ADR in the conventional
single-source cell configuration.
The performance of the MRC is, as expected, nearly identical
to the SBC. Due to the diffusive NLOS propagation paths, the
interference signals received by each PD are correlated and
the MRC is unable to suppress this interference. Therefore, the
performance of the MRC is not optimal.
As shown in Fig. 17, the OPC has the best SINR perfor-
mance among all signal combining schemes. By exploiting the
interference-plus-noise correlation matrix, the OPC can gener-
ate the best weights for the ADR. These weights can effectively
suppress the correlated NLOS interfering signals. Results show
that OPC achieves over 20 dB improvement over SBC and MRC.
The theoretical upper bound for the SINR performance of OPC
in (68) is also closely comparable to the simulated SINR per-
formance.
Fig. 18 shows the SINR performance for a single-source
cell configuration with an ADR of 20 PDs. The SINR per-
formance trend of EGC is similar to the performance of the
previous scenario in Fig. 17. This is because the overall cov-
erage area of the ADR remains unchanged when the number
of receiver elements increases. In SBC and MRC, the SINR
performance of a 20-PD ADR system exhibits a 5 dB improve-
ment over a 9-PD ADR system. This is because each PD on the
20-PD ADR has a narrower FOV. A narrower FOV means less
NLOS interference is captured. Therefore, the overall SINR
performance improves. In OPC, interference from other cells
is significantly suppressed. The main factor that affects the
system performance is the magnitude of the received desired
power. Since the receiver elements of a 20-PD ADR have a
narrower FOV and higher concentration gain than the PDs in
a 9-PD ADR, the 20-PD ADR can receive stronger light sig-
nals. Therefore, usually a 20-PD ADR performs better than a
9-PD ADR when OPC is used. Moreover, since the interference
has been significantly suppressed by OPC, better SINR perfor-
mance can be achieved by adopting an ADR with an advanced
concentrator [29].
In summary, in single-source cell configuration, OPC ex-
hibits the best post combining SINR performance in com-
parison with other signal combining schemes. However, OPC
requires the knowledge of CSI not only from the desired
cell but also from all other interfering cells. Compared with
Fig. 19. The CDF of the achieved SINR at a 9-PD ADR.
the OPC, SBC and MRC also achieve better SINR perfor-
mance by simply using the knowledge of CSI from the desired
cell.
B. Double-Source Cell Configuration
In this section, the performance of the SBC, MRC, and
OPC are evaluated in the mode A double-source cell configura-
tion. Fig. 19 shows the SINR performance for both the single-
source and double-source cell configurations with 9 PDs ADRs.
In SBC, the SINR performance improves significantly when
double-source cell configuration is implemented. This is be-
cause the NLOS interference has been significantly mitigated
when two sources in the interfering cells combine destructively
at the ADR. Also, there is a close match between the numerical
and analytical SINR results. For MRC, the SINR performance
is nearly identical to the SINR performance of SBC. This re-
sult is also comparable to the theoretical result. It can also be
observed that the post combining SINR performance of OPC
in a double-source cell is 3 dB weaker than the SINR per-
formance in a single-source cell. This is also consistent with
the theoretical analysis. Usually, two signals coming from a
double-source cell are captured by two PDs. Since two PDs are
required for OPC to capture light signals in a double-source cell,
the total noise power is doubled compared with a single-source
cell.
Fig. 20 shows the SINR performance for both the single-
source and double-source cell configurations with 20 PDs. The
SINR performance trends in a way similar to the scenario of a
9-PDs ADR. For each signal combining scheme, at least 5 dB
SINR improvement can be obtained by a 20-PD receiver com-
pared with a 9-PD receiver. This is also consistent with the
results in a single-source cell.
In double-source cell configuration, an important observation
is that the SINR performance of SBC and MRC is close to
the SINR performance of OPC, which can approach the per-
formance of a ICI-free system. Compared with OPC, SBC and
MRC require less knowledge of CSI. Hence, it is suitable for
the implementation in practice.
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Fig. 20. The CDF of the achieved SINR at a 20-PD ADR.
Fig. 21. The CDF of the achieved SINR at a 20-PD ADR in cell 1 when only
one neighbouring cell is active.
C. Transmission Mode Selection in Double-Source Cell
Although double-source cell configuration using mode A
shows a significant improvement, it may not be optimal in all
scenarios. In practical optical attocell cell networks, several fac-
tors may affect the performance of mode A: a) due to the limita-
tion of hardware, only a suboptimal signal combining scheme,
such as EGC, can be applied to an optical receiver; b) active
users equipped with a single-PD receiver will experience sig-
nificant signal attenuation in the cell centre; c) when user density
is low, only a few APs are active. This means the ICI is signifi-
cantly reduced and the system can be regarded as noise-limited.
In order to address these issues, transmission mode B is used as
a complementary transmission mode for double-source attocell
networks. To determine the criteria for the transmission modes,
two cases are studied. One case is the interference-limited sce-
nario. As illustrated in Fig. 16, only the desired cell (cell 1) and
one interfering cell (cell 2) are activated in the room. Only the
performance in the desired cell is evaluated. The other case is
the noise-limited case. In this case, only one cell (cell 1) in the
room is activated and evaluated.
Fig. 21 shows the SINR performance in cell 1 when one
neighbouring interfering cell is active. In the single-PD receiver
case, mode B achieves better performance. This is because a
single-PD receiver cannot separate the signals from the positive
AP and the negative AP. This results in a significant attenuation
Fig. 22. The CDF of the achieved SNR at a 20-PD ADR in cell 1 when no
neighbouring cell is active.
TABLE II
THE CRITERIA OF TRANSMISSION MODES SELECTION
of the received signal power, especially in the cell centre. The
performance of EGC is similar to the single-PD receiver. As the
EGC combines the signals from both positive and negative APs,
the system performance degrades. In SBC and MRC, the SINR
performance of mode A outperforms mode B since mode A can
effectively mitigate ICI. In OPC, there is no difference between
mode A and B. This is because OPC can effectively collect light
energy and suppress correlated ICI by adjusting the weights for
each PD.
Fig. 22 shows the CDF of SNR in cell 1 without ICI. For
a single-PD receiver with EGC, there is a significant improve-
ment when mode B is used. This is because mode B can boost
the received signal power of a user. For SBC, since only one of
the PDs can establish a data link, mode A has the same perfor-
mance as mode B. For MRC, SNR performance of transmission
mode A and transmission mode B is identical since the energy
from both APs can be captured in both modes. Lastly, the SINR
performance of OPC is identical to the SINR performance of
MRC since there is no ICI. The criteria for selecting transmis-
sion modes in the double-source cell configuration is listed in
Table II.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigates interference mitigation techniques for
indoor optical attocell networks with ADRs. Four different sig-
nal combining schemes, namely SBC, EGC, MRC and OPC are
proposed and evaluated. The performance of ADR is also com-
prehensively compared with conventional single-PD receivers.
A novel double-source cell configuration is proposed for the
first time for ADR which can further mitigate ICI. Results show
that an ADR outperforms a single-PD receiver in terms of SINR
performance. In particular, an ADR using OPC achieves per-
formance close to that of interference-free systems. However,
OPC requires the knowledge of CSI from all optical APs in the
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Fig. 23. Data transmission procedure.
network. In comparison, MRC and SBC can also provide better
performance than a single-PD receiver and only the knowledge
of CSI from the desired cell is required. Results also show that
SBC and MRC can achieve better SINR performance in a mode
A double-source cell configuration than in a single-source cell
configuration. Mode B can provide better performance when a
single-PD receiver or EGC-ADR are used in the double-source
cell configuration. The criteria for selecting transmission modes
in double-source attocell networks are determined. This work
has shown that segmented optics in combination with intelligent
signal combining techniques provides a powerful instrument to
combat interference in optical attocell networks.
APPENDIX
A. Discussion of the Validity of (2)
In a realistic communication system, transmission power s(t)
remains constant within a symbol. As illustrated in Fig. 23, the
value of Symbol#1 is S0 and the symbol duration of Symbol#1
is 200 ns. A typical impulse response h(t) is comprised of dif-
ferent components (see Fig. 23). The Dirac impulse represents a
LOS component, with NLOS components being spread in time
domain since they transmit through different paths from an AP
to a PD. The LOS component occurs at T0 , and the duration of
the impulse response is infinite in theory. However, the value of
the impulse response decays significantly after a certain time,
which is denoted by T1 . It can be observed that the peak value
of the impulse response at T0 is 104 higher than that at T1 . The
time difference between T0 and T1 is defined as the effective
time duration of the impulse response. According to [30], this
effective time duration is around 20 ns.
The received signal y(t) is a result of the convolution between
s(t) and h(t). The value of y(t) at T0 is S0HLOS and it saturates
at T1 , which is S0HDC . Since the time duration of the symbol
is much longer than the effective time duration of the impulse
response, the value of the received symbol can be considered as
constant, which is S0HDC . In (2), T0 is ignored and the value
of the received symbol is assumed as constant (see Fig. 23).
Since the symbol duration is 200 ns, the symbol rate is
5 Msymbol/s. Assuming 16-QAM modulation, the data rate
of the system can be up to 20 Mbps. This means that (2) in this
particular case would be applicable for single carrier systems
which exhibit a data rate of up to 20 Mbps. Multicarrier systems
such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
are composed of multiple narrow band parallel transmission
streams. Therefore, the same principles apply for higher data
rates which scale with the available bandwidth [30].
B. The Proof of (66) and (67)
γOPC =
τ 2P 2tx
(
wpd Had ,pd +
∑
p =pd wpHad ,p
)2
INLOS,OPC +
∑NP D
p=1 w
2
pN0B
. (81)
The magnitude of the LOS channel is a few orders larger than
the NLOS channel. Since only the desired PD ad can establish
LOS link with the desired AP:
Had ,pd 
 Had ,p . (p = pd). (82)
As mentioned, the OPC system is dominantly limited by in-
terference. Neglecting the affect of noise, the SINR of OPC can
be approximated as follows:
γOPC(r) ≈
(
τPtxwpd H(r,ΨADR)
)2
INLOS,OPC +
∑NP D
p=1 w
2
pN0B
=
(
τPtxwpd H(r,ΨADR)
)2
INLOS,OPC +
∑
p =pd w
2
pN0B + w2pd N0B
<
(
τPtxwpd H(r,ΨADR)
)2
w2pd N0B
. (83)
While:
γOPC ,UB(r) =
(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)
)2
N0B
<
(
τPtxwpd H(r,ΨADR)
)2
w2pd N0B
. (84)
Therefore:
γOPC(r) < γOPC ,UB(r). (85)
C. The Proof of (80)
γdoubleOPC (r) =
(
1
2
τPtx
(
wpp o s + wpn e g
)
H(r,ΨADR)
)2
IdoubleNLOS,OPC +
∑NP D
p=1 w
2
pN0B
<
(
1
2
τPtx
(
wpp o s + wpn e g
)
H(r,ΨADR)
)2
(
w2pp o s + w
2
pn e g
)
N0B
(86)
Since:
(wpp o s − wpn e g )2 ≥ 0. (87)
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We have:
w2pp o s + w
2
pn e g
≥ 2wpp o s wpn e g . (88)
As both wpp o s and wpn e g are positive, it gives:
2wpp o s wpn e g
w2pp o s + w
2
pn e g
≤ 1. (89)
Therefore:
(wpp o s + wpn e g )
2
w2pp o s + w
2
pn e g
= 1 +
2wpp o s wpn e g
w2pp o s + w
2
pn e g
.
≤ 2.
(90)
Note that (86) can be rewritten as:
γdoubleOPC (r) <
(
wpp o s + wpn e g
)2
w2pp o s + w
2
pn e g
×
(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)
)2
4N0B
.
(91)
Combining (90) and (91), we have:
γdoubleOPC (r) <
(
τPtxH(r,ΨADR)
)2
2N0B
= γdoubleOPC ,UB(r). (92)
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